
Succesful Presentations

Preparing the presentation

What's the objective of the presentation

Remember the 3 Is

Inform

Influence

Inspire

State the purpose. How will the audience benefit

Don't overwhelm audience with too much data
unless needed

Whar are you looking to do?

Structure
Make a clear structure

Opening (Tell Them what you a re going to tell
them)

Body (Tell them)

Close (Tell them what you have told them)

The three things approach to structure Example: I will tell 3 reasons why this is...

Less is more. Limit to 1 idea per slide

Elements

Tell Stories and give examples

Style & Formatting
Contrasting colours

Ensure text is readable

Visuals are powerful If graphs are used, ensure they are clear &
simple

Know your audience Informal or formal words

Know the length of your session and time your
presentation

Practice it

In front of mirror

In front of friends or family

Video camera for review

In the room will present in if possible

Don't practice TOO much as you might lose
enthusiasm and sound doll

Presenting

Starting

YOU own the room (Stage)

Take advantage of that

Start from the middle unless there is a real need
not to (Example: projector on the face)

Your State

Breath slowly before you stand and after you do
before starting

Could excersie: breath in for 4 seconds then
breath out in 4 seconds

SMILE

Be confident

Be yourself

Stand still & tall

Show enthusiasm, the audience will too!

Make a strong start while facing the audience

Don't start while fiddling with notes or
presentation

Tell a story

What do you want your audience to THINK and
FEEL?

Better if its a story you experienced. If not, tell a
true story

Details of a story gives an indication that it is a
true story

If the story is not directly relevant, give signs.
For example: here is the thing or this is the key

thing

State purpose and agenda/outline What's in it for them?

Pauses are good especially to stress
important points

Connect with recent news or incedients to
give a sense of recency

Establish eye contact (Don't focus only on some
people that might be important)

Don't read from the slides

Body language

Gestures

Use wider gestures when you have a wider
audience (Spread hand more)

Varities in hand gestures makes it interesting

Use both hands together to emphasize ideas
Knuckles to audience when confident

Palm to audience emphasize openness

Relaxing normal gesture (When not using
gestures)

Not too high or too low, just on stomach

Hands can be clamped

Movement

Move deliberately not because of nervousness 

Take a pace forward and possibly lean forward
to show the importance or that you want to say

something specific

Take a pace back to talk about general or more
wider points

Sound Introduce variations in voice pitch
Sometimes higher Gives an impression that what you are going to

say is important

Sometimes lower

Watch & Finish on time

Engagement Ask question

Show that you are  PASSIONATE

Visual aids Can pause to let audience read if there is data
on slides

Ending

State Start where your audience are not where you
want them to be or you will lose them

At start, think of what they are thinking. It could
be a nice sunny day and they want to go out

Nervousness Dry mouth

Have a glass of water to drink when you want to
think

Can slightly bite the tongue to release saliva
Nerves are normal


